
      Julimar Journey - 21st March 2021 

 

Trip destination:  Julimar State Forest 

Trip leaders:   Kerry and Steve 

Tail end Charlie:   Bob J 

Departure time:   9.40am  

Trip report: 

 

The trip began with the usual social gathering opposite the Checkers Hotel in Bullsbrook and an 
impressive array of four-wheel drive vehicles gathered for the pending adventure.  It was great to see 
several visitors joining us for this trip and Kerry welcomed and introduced visitors to club members in 
her usual convivial and inclusive manner.  

   

With the pleasantries dispensed with, there was movement at the station as eleven assorted four-wheel 
drives ventured into the unknown. There was, however, the usual competitive banter between 
parochial vehicle owners but David maintained that he and Roger would be more than happy to console 
and support those in lesser vehicles! 

 

With that competitive zeal set in motion, a large convoy of vehicles set off up Great Northern Highway 
for what was to be a great day in the wilds. There were the usual Toyota Landcruisers and one troop 
carrier, Prados, Pajeros, a Jeep (he bought a Jeep) a Triton, Hilux and of course the superior Y62 Patrols, 
that would prove undefeatable on the day (although I have to give Bob’s Pajero credit for tackling 
everything the Y62’s did). 

 

A long trip proceeded through the beautiful forest, to 
the eastern side of Julimar and one obstinate emu 
nonchalantly raised its head to scoff at us daring to 
disturb his tranquillity. There were numerous bikers 
weaving their way through the seductive curves and 
we eventually pulled off the road to air down. The 
usual banter occurred about what would be the best 
air down pressure for this trip and most of us settled 
around 30psi for the mostly hard, gravel-based tracks. 
It was not long after Mike started his usual alleged 



Landcruiser superiority jokes, that we ventured up the tracks and into the picturesque forest. The usual 
track etiquette was demonstrated, especially for the benefit of the visitors and we embarked in convey 
mode with our headlights blaring.  

 

   

   

   



      

   

     

 



Despite the claim that these were easy tracks, which Steve corrected before we started, there were a 
few treacherous obstacles that some of us dared to tackle. We waited for extended periods of time 
whilst each of us had a go at the dips and rises.   

   

There was one very treacherous hill that most avoided however Bob was first to engage his mighty 
Pajero and he easily conquered this steeply rutted slope that had forty-inch ruts and was probably a 
thirty-eight-degree incline.  He later admitted that he avoided the ruts and chose to drive on the sides of 
the ruts, which proved to be the best course of action as one unnamed Y62 bottomed out in the ruts.  
Low range and dual lockers proved very effective in tackling this engaging slope which several of us 
drove up and down several times to demean the others.  

 

The tracks seemed to get thinner and thinner with ominous pin-stripping threatening the wider vehicles 
(damn I should have left those Bush Barriers on!) Later on, there were some heavily rutted tracks which 
the mere mortals avoided via the chicken tracks.  Of course, this presented a challenge that could not be 
overlooked by the Y62’s with Roger deciding if David could do it then so could he!  Jo later exclaimed 
that we were like two kids in a playground! 

 

A delightful lunch occurred in the beautiful Julimar forest.  We all huddled under Kerry and Steve’s and 
Roger and Jo’s awnings to escape the searing heat and proceeded to engage in rigorous conversations 
about vehicle dynamics, model superiority and health issues (personal not the four-wheel drives). Lunch 
is always a highlight of the trips as we sit around and discuss various issues about life the universe and 
everything else.  Soon it was time to move on, so we all piled enthusiastically back into our vehicles, got 
back into convey formation and moved back into the dense bush.  

 

There were minimal mechanical, navigational or bogging issues on the day.  The Troopy, however, did 
experience a fuel pressure issue due to the extreme heat on the day and the rest of us patiently waited 
in line for this vehicle to cool whilst some of us engaged in a coffee break or comfort stop.  Watch out 
for those snakes Margot!  



 

There was a steep, rutted climb that soon followed.  With expert 
spotting by Steve and Kerry we all negotiated this obstacle and 
fortunately no visible damage was done to any vehicles. The 
track became more and more rugged with various challenges 
presenting themselves, but these proved great fun and 
exercised our four-wheel driving and wheel placement skills. It 
was probably just as well that the convoy was so long that we 
could not see any disasters that may or may not have been 
happening, but this was all part of the fun.  

 

It was a very dusty day reminiscent of an Ernest Hemmingway 
novel.  At some stages I could not even see the vehicles in front 

and I’ll bet there was considerable car detailing required after this trip. This dilemma added to the very 
squeezy bits on the tracks where the wider vehicles had to engage in new track building.  I noticed 
several trees that had some fresh bruises on the sides where they had collided with roo bars. Thank 
goodness for electric mirrors.  Hopefully no panel damage.  

   

The trip finished at 3.45pm on a glorious Sunday afternoon and we were able to drive home listening to 
the Eagles win their first game for the year against Gold Coast.  A fabulous day was experienced by 
everyone and a huge thank you to Kerry and Steve for once again organising a very successful trip out 
into the wilds of Western Australia.  
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